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Abstract 

In this paper we present a parallel 3D device simulator on a MIMD1-machine. 
We have investigated the efficiency of a parallel implementation, especially for 
the fine-grained pardelized iterative linear solvers like ILU-BCG2. As a result 
we have found that an efficient employment of some 10' processors is possible 
on a MIMD-computer with the same convergence behaviour as on an adequate 
large sequential computer. 

1. Introduction 

3D-semiconductor device simulation belongs to the field of numbercrunching data 
processing. This means that high computing performance and a large memory are 
necessary. Thus, vectorization and parallelism came early into the scope of interest 
for satisfying the increasing requests to solve the classical semiconductor equations 
on a discretization grid of 10 000. . .250 000 points. 

First at  all, efficient vector algorithms for the most CPU consuming iterative or direct 
linear solvers, like ILU-CG, ILU-BCG, or CGS, have been developed and applied 
[I]. But future requirements can be satisfied only, or at  least in a much cheaper 
way, by massively parallel computers [2]. Traditional shared memory machines can 
neither solve the memory problem nor allow a fully scalable program, which means 
an efficiency nearly independent of the number of processors. 

Unfortunately, distributed memory algorithms are harder to develop especially under 
usage of fine grain parallelism, because one has to organize the data exchange between 
the nodes with regard to the limited communication bandwidth and a noticeable 
communication setup time. 

In consideration of this background we will present the parallelization strategy of the 
parallel device simulator PARDESIM, which is under development3 on a Supercluster 
SC-128 multiprocessor of Parsytec. Some parameters of the transputer based parallel 
computer are listed in Table 1 .  

'Multiple Instruction Multiple Data 
21ncomplete LU Decomposition and Biconjugate Gradient Method 
3This work was sponsored by the "Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft" 
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2. Implementation of the parallel algorithm 

In order to concentrate on parallel algorithms, we restricted hitherto the simulator 
to a steady-state solver of the traditional semiconductor equation system with two 
carrier equations on a rectangular tensor mesh in 2 or 3 dimensions [3]. While the 
discrete nonlinear system is solved successively within the Gummel iteration [4], we 
chose preconditioned gradient methods like ILU-CG and ILU-BCG for the linear 
systems [5].  

To use the advantage of distributed memory computers, we have to implement a do- 
main decomposition algorithm that runs on some 10' processors with a high speedup 
Sp and a sufficient efficiency Ep, defined as follows: 

tserial S, = - on p processors (1) 
tparallel 

We have measured that the iterative solution of the linear systems takes about 80% 
of total CPU time, which in turn divides into 40% for the ILU preconditioner, 40% 
for the matrix vector multiplications, and 20% for local vector operations without 
communication effort. The hardest ~roblem is to make the incom~lete LU decom- 
position and forward and backward substitution parallel for sparse band matrices, 
because the algorithm seems to be inherently sequential. But the special matrix 
block structure (e.g. Fig. 1) caused by the discretization scheme gives us the chance 
for a time-displaced ILU decomposition (by one row) of each block in parallel. For 
that purpose the processors are arranged in a ring topology and the matrix blocks 
are mapped on them in a natural ordering (Fig. 2a). 
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Figure 1: Nonzero matrix structure for an example grid 

For the incomplete decomposition of the n-th row of one block only the results up to 
the (n-1)-th row of the preceding block and local block data are needed. The inclusion 
of the block coupling outer diagonals saves a good convergence behaviour but limits 
the degree of parallelism. As a theoretical maximum speedup resp. efficiency for ILU 
decomposition on NB available processors without communication costs we find 
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where NB is the number of blocks (N, of a 3D-grid) and BDim is the block dimension 
(N, . N, of a 3D-grid). 
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Figure 2: Topology of processor network and block mapping example 

If there are more blocks than processors we use a mapping scheme that places neigh- 
bouring block-processes on the same processor (Fig. 2b), instead of a wrap around 
distribution (Fig. 2c) as usual for dense matrices. This profits from a partly drastic 
reduction of interprocessor communication effort and an increasing job size per pro- 
cessor. In this case, the estimations (3), (4) for p = NB have to be replaced by the 
following formulas for p 5 NB, with k the number of blocks per processor. 

From (6) one can see that the mapping of neighbouring blocks on the same processor 
does not decrease the ILU efficiency compared with the case of one block per pro- 
cessor (4). Nevertheless the maximum theoretical speedup can only be reached for a 
large block dimension BDi, and is limited by NB,  i.e. the maximum number of grid 
coordinates in one space direction. 

3. Numerical results 

As a result we have found that the described parallelization strategy leads to a suf- 
ficient efficiency if the job size per transputer is large enough (Fig. 3). In Fig. 4 the 
measured efficiency of the critical forward backward substitution on 4 processors is 
compared with the theoretical maximum. Especially for NB = p = 4, i.e. one block 
per processor, the estimation (6) is too optimistic because already few arithmetic 
operations require one communication step in this case. Finally Fig. 5 shows that 
a scalability of the complete linear solver on a different number of processors can 
be observed if the matrix size, i.e. the number of grid points, increases proportional 
to the number of used processors. Otherwise the efficiency decreases rapidly if the 
matrix size remains constant. 
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As a next implementation step the distributed matrix assembly and the nonlinear 
iteration scheme has to be implemented in parallel in order to achieve the aspired 
speedup for the complete simulator. 
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Figure 3: Efficiency E4,1LU-BCG of linear 
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Figure 5: Efficiency Ep,IL,y-~CG of a vari- Table 1: Parameters of multi processor sys- 
able number of processors tem Supercluster SC-128 

free configurable of maxi- 
mum 128 processors 
Transputer T805 (INMOS) 
32 bit RISC with FPU 
30 MHz 
about 2 MFLOPS per pro- 
cessor 
4 MByte + internal memory 
4 links per transputer (each 
20 Mbitls) 
Par. C 
(C with parallel extensions) 
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